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EarthTides Pagan
Network News
Living in Maine, Celebrating the Earth

2007 EPN Annual Meeting
EarthTides’ annual meeting was
Rita agreed to write a piece on staying in
held at 2:00 PM on February 24, with eight the political loop. She will also write on Pamembers in attendance.
gans showing a presence at events that are
not specifically Pagan, but would make nice
President’s Welcome: Fred thanked
us all for coming, and got us right down to inter-community connections.
business.
Website discussion: Fred felt that he
might
not find time soon to update the webPrevious Minutes: The minutes from the
site,
which
is somewhat out of date already.
previous annual meeting were read and
Brent
offered
to update, post events, etc.
accepted as written. The Treasurer was not
Brent
and
Fred
will arrange the details for
present, but submitted an after-the-fact rethis soon. Eric will ask Forest Sanctuary and
port indicating that we have $602 in savings, $273.59 in checking and a CD, due to Temple of Brigantia about advance notices
for open events, as they have posted schedmature in January of 2008 which holds
ules ahead in the past.
$2,602.78, all at Winthrop Credit Union.
The Interfaith Coordinator was not
CGCF Update: Rita gave an update
present to report, but her continuing efforts
on the CGCF. We had two adjacent booth were approved, nay, lauded. At the previous
spaces, and felt that we should try the same MPCA meeting she mentioned that she
thing again. After discussion, Rita agreed
would be able to provide interfaith calendar
to inquire about ad rates in the MOFGA
events for inclusion in the EarthTides calennewsletter. The idea was to buy an ad, en- dar.
couraging people to stop by to learn about
T-shirt report: The t-shirts are not inEPN: “If you feel inspired by the sacredventoried, but we have a fairly large number
ness of the Earth, and want to learn more
remaining from the previous printing. A tabout others who share your beliefs…”
The dates for the fair this year will be Sep- shirt, and possibly a tote bag, commemorating the 25th annual Beltane on the Beach
tember 21-23.
was discussed.
Newsletter: Fred represented the ediOther Events: Beltane on the Beach:
torial board, as Anu was not present. The
Fred
and Leigh noted that it has been diffinewsletter continues to come out with a
cult
to
make everyone aware of two things at
nice variety of contributions, in a timely
that
event.
First, it is a pot-luck event, the
manner. More contributors would of
idea being that sharing food builds commucourse be welcome.
nity. Second, that, especially last year, there
The submission deadlines for the next was a distressing amount of trash left beeight issues are: Beltane, March 20; Litha, hind, which took them an extra hour to clean
May 10; Lammas, June 23; Mabon, August up. It was noted that, as Pagans, we should
10; Samhain, September 19; Yule, Novem- certainly do better! A maypole, still with its
ber 9; Imbolc, December 22; Eostar, Febmany layers of ribbon, was left standing in
ruary 8, 2008.
(Continued on page 8)
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25th Annual Beltane on the Beach!

© 2006—Sherry F.

The 25th annual Beltane on the Beach will be
held at Popham Beach State Park on Saturday,
April 28th. We believe that this is the longest running open Pagan celebration in Maine.

to plant our poles on wet sand (easier to dance on than
dry sand) AND walk out to the island.

Details and directions
will be in later issues of
We will have pot-luck feast starting around
the newsletter. Reserve the
10:30—11 am, a labyrinth to walk, and the longest date now on your calenrunning (pun intended) annual foot race in Maine
dars so you can be sure to
held in honor of Pan. In addition, there will be an- join us for the biggest and
other “Blessing of the Steeds” for members of
best Beltane on the Beach
“Ancient Riders”, Maine’s own Pagan Motorcycle ever!
club.
Sorry: being an open
Typically attracting 150 to 200+ Pagans, the
event on state property we
day is a great day to reunite with fellow Pagans you can have no pets, alcohol,
don’t see that often, meet folks you haven’t met
or skyclad circles...
before, and network with others. Low key
vending is also possible as long as you
take responsibility for your own property,
and are not vending food. (It’s frowned
on at a Pot-luck…)
Since low tide is not until 3:44 pm,
the tide will be going out almost the entire time we are there. This will enable us

About the EarthTides Pagan Network
The Maine Pagan community is diverse, independent and geographically distant. We worship in
groups or alone, but sometimes need contact and a
shared forum to express our ideas and concerns for
this community.
The EarthTides Pagan Network was established in
1989 as a support resource for Maine Pagans. All
solitaries and groups are welcome to join.
A subscription to this newsletter is available for a

suggested donation of $11.00 per year. Single copies may be obtained by sending a $1.50 donation and
a self-addressed, stamped envelope to: EPN, P.O.
Box 161, E. Winthrop, ME 04343.
E-mail: epn@maine.rr.com

Submission deadline for the Beltane, 07
issue is March 20, 2007.
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Aesir to Zeus
Witches, Druids and
King Arthur, by
Ronald Hutton, is a
collection of essays:
"How Myths are
Made", "Arthur and
the Academics",
"Glastonbury: Alternative Histories",
"The New Old Paganism", "Paganism in
the Missing Centuries", "A Modest
Look at Ritual Nudity", "The Inklings
and the Gods", "The
New Druidry", and

Learning Tarot
Spreads, by Joan
Bunning, is a good
introduction to
Tarot work. Bunning, who has one
of the better online Tarot websites
http://
www.learntarot.co
mcontinues to offer good advice to
new and experienced readers. Red
Wheel Weiser,
$16.95.

"Living with Witchcraft". Hutton is, as always, accurate
and readable. The short pieces are good introductions to
various aspects of Pagan thought, and offer some new
insights. I did think that his essay on Druidry was too
focused on disagreements between the various sects,
however, and hope his next book, Druids (due out in
May), offers a broader picture. Hambledon Press,
$19.95.

Read All About It!
Maine Pagan and artisan Leigh Griffith
is featured in the February/March issue
of Portland Magazine, now in stores.
Leigh’s work is inspired by the world around us. She creates one of a kind quilts, quilted wall
hangings, and hand-painted silk scarves and ties. See more at: www.leighcgriffith.com

About the EarthTides Pagan Network News
This newsletter comes out eight times a year, around
the Sabbats. Literary, poetic and artistic contributions are welcome, as are opinion pieces. Please
keep submissions to no more than two pages, doublespaced. Please submit on disk or e-mail to
anu_dudley@umit.maine.edu

All signed articles and artwork are the property of
their creators, and ads are the property of our advertisers; these may not be used elsewhere without permission.

All other content is copyright © 2007 EarthTides Pagan Network, all rights reserved. The EarthTides PaSubscribers' names, addresses and other personal in- gan Network News and the EarthTides name and
formation are kept confidential except to other net- "Moon-over-Maine" logo are copyright © 2007
work members. EPN will aid in establishing contact EarthTides Pagan Network, and may not be used
between individuals, but accepts no legal responsibil- without written permission of the EPN Council.
ity for the results.
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Faerie Tidings: Stomping with the Mud Faeries
We lie snuggled in bed late on a spring morning.
The sun tickles our faces as it beams through the window, enticing us to get up and go outside. With only minor reluctance, we arise and share a smile as we realize
the beauty of the day. We pause to kiss in mid-dress and
our stomachs grumble and gurgle, reminding us we
haven’t eaten since we woke up.

the cascade of rocks, their enthusiasm increased by the
presence of the Snowmelt Faeries on their way to the sea.
The sun’s sparkle reflects in the eyes of the Water Faeries
as they quickly flow past our picnic perch.

We spread our trusty blue blanket on the flat
rocks at the stream’s edge, in the sun of course, and unburden ourselves of the basket. The cats lounge on the
corner of the blanket like they’ve been there the whole
day. We admire the playful Gurgle Faeries dancing over

galoshes make sucking sounds in the mud. We recognize the
chorus of Mud Faeries joining us as we stomp our way to the
puddle’s edge. We look at each other, giggle, and slosh back
to the top of the hill for a couple more runs. The finale of

The pungent root beer is opened and immediately
sampled and placed securely on a nearby rock. We bring
out the still-warm honey-oat artisan toast, smothered in rich
Not wanting to interrupt our foray into the sun- butter. A green bowl holds the leftover savory butternut
shine too much, we pack food in our picnic basket, care- squash casserole while a matching orange bowl is nearly
fully choosing each item for its flavor and texture. As
overflowing with roasted red pepper and garlic hummus. A
we’re about to depart, we notice drips falling past the
fan of crunchy multi-grain crackers is spread around the
window from the remaining snow the sun hasn’t quite
two bowls and a large tangy apple from last year’s harvest
finished melting from the roof. We need…galoshes! We completes the feast. Before we eat, we create tiny platters
dig in the bottom of the closet, back behind the mittens
of food on some crackers and find an indentation in a bouland scarves and boots and gloves and snowshoes and the der close to the water in which to leave our offering to the
round silver sleds. Having upgraded our footgear, we
faeries. We then intone a blessing:
head out the door.
We thank you for the food
First, we stop at the And for our fine mood
barn to grab our old blue
And the faeries dancing all around.
blanket; it won’t mind getEverything in the sky
ting a little muddy. We feel
All who buzz and fly
an urge to check on the bulbs Who when they die return to the ground.
that we planted last fall, and
After the last crunch of cracker, crisp of apple and
sure enough, some bright
slurp of root beer, we know our meal is done. We wipe our
green stalks have appeared.
mouths, pack up our basket and gently dislodge the cats
The crocuses have decided to
from their perch on the blanket. We continue along the
peek out into the world,
path, choosing the circuitous downstream route. After a
brand new with spring!
pleasant walk, we turn away from the brook. Heading into
the field, we slip several times on the mud and snow underfoot. We need…a sled! We rush back to the cottage and
We peer around wondering where to take our
soon return to the field brandishing our shiny round sled.
walk. Looking at the edge of the forest, we realize that
Beaming with delight, we peer down the hill and
the stream should be flowing freely on a day such as this.
grin at each other. Scrunched together in the silver saucer,
We smile, clasp hands, and head down the old trail,
splooshing through shallow mud puddles. The trees pre- we teeter at the crest of the field’s steepest slope. A catch of
sent their new buds to us as we traverse the path, enthusi- our breath and we’re on our way down! The once-quiet
astically showing off their fresh creations. The sounds of spring day now echoes from field to trees to stream with our
soft pads on squishy leaves behind us alert us to the pres- shouts of joy. The mix of mud and snow makes for a slick
ence of the two black cats. Always curious, they follow and swift passage.
us, taking time to pounce each other along the way but
The sled abruptly stops as we reach the huge mud
never falling too far behind. The babbling voice of the
puddle at the bottom, but we keep going a few feet more.
stream up ahead beckons us to our imminent picnic spot. Splash! As we scramble to our feet, dripping cold water, our

(Continued on page 5)
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Starcat's Corner: Spring Cleansing
As spring begins, many people deep-clean their
homes, doing the traditional “spring cleaning” to air out
after winter. What about a spring cleansing for your
body, mind and spirit? As we enter the lightest part of
the year, we move from a balance of light and dark on
the Equinox to longer days and more vibrant energies.
Tap into the energy of spring, allowing its resonant music to recharge you and restore your vitality after a long
and sluggish winter.
The most obvious place to start is
with your body, and more specifically
your digestive system. We tend to eat
more during the winter, and indulge in
heavier foods. If it’s a safe practice for
your body, try fasting, which helps clean
out your digestive tract (you might wish to
check with a healer if you have any ongoing medical concerns). You can fast completely for a day, simply drinking water, or
you can do a liquid fast with fruit juices
and soup broth. If an entire day is too
much, try a mini-fast, not eating your next
meal until your body gives you clear signals of hunger, whether or not the clock
tells you it’s “time for lunch.”.
When you are fasting, take time to slow down and
feel the sensations in your body. Notice how you feel at
different times throughout the day. You may feel shaky
or lighter than normal. If you feel a bit weak or dizzy,
simply take some time to rest, napping or meditating. Be
sure you drink plenty of water, which helps cleanse the
toxins from your body. When you break your fast, begin
by taking in simple foods, such as fruits, leafy greens and
whole grains.
A media fast may be just the thing for a cluttered
mind. We all take in many sounds and images over any
given 24-hour period. Take a break, shutting off the TV
and radio and saving your newspaper and e-mail for tomorrow. If anything truly important happens, you’ll find
out about it soon enough. Enjoy the feeling of silence,
allowing the intervals between thoughts to spread out. If
your mind still feels full of stray thoughts, grab a piece
of paper or your journal and set a timer for 15 minutes.
Begin to write whatever comes to mind, in a stream-ofconsciousness manner. Don’t edit or censor yourself;
simply let all your thoughts flow out onto the paper.
Once you are done, sit for a few moments with your eyes

closed and notice how you feel.
There are many ways to cleanse your spirit. One
that works well for me is to use a mantra. Pick a mantra or
chant that you like, or invent one. Sit or lie comfortably
with your eyes closed, and focus on your breathing. Once
you are completely relaxed, begin to chant your mantra,
aloud or in your head. Chanting it aloud will produce a
more noticeable effect, as the vibrations of the sound resonate throughout your energy system, but if you need to do
it silently you will still reap the benefits.
Chant the mantra over and over, letting the
sounds rhythmically wash over you. Be sure
you are breathing steadily as you chant. You
may begin to feel the top of your head tingling. Let the vibrations of your chant resonate throughout your aura, sensing the waves
of cleansing energy. When you feel ready, let
the chant slowly ebb away, perhaps ending
with an “ahhh” or “ommm” sound.
By practicing spring cleansing, you are
readying your entire being for the vibrant energies of the sun’s return. Once you have emptied and cleansed your body, mind, and spirit,
be sure to fill those empty spaces with intentional energy.
Take a walk outside, absorbing the rays of the sun and the
energy of the awakening earth. Find or create an affirmation that you can repeat throughout the day, bringing it to
mind and focusing your energy on it. Say prayers to the
earth, or recite mystical poetry. Express your creativity in
a way that feels joyful to you, focusing on the process and
not the outcome. Take time to simply relax and enjoy the
warmer weather. Happy Eostar!

Faerie Tidings: (Cont’d)
(Continued from page 4)

each foray down is another tune by the Mud Faerie Choir.
Chilled to the bone despite the sun’s best effort, we
decide on a different type of wet. We need…a hot bath!
And, of course, some chamomile tea. Bidding farewell to
all the Spring Faeries who have shared this day with us, we
make our way back up the hill to our home, leaving the
silver sled drying in a patch of sun.
By Starcat and BlackLion
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Falwell’s Flub

Pagan twist and used the backpack system to invite the
entire school community.

A group of Pagans in Albemarle County, Va., was
recently given permission to advertise their multi-cultural
holiday program to public school children – and they have
the Rev. Jerry Falwell to thank for it.

The flier invites people to “an educational program for
children of all ages (and their adults), where we’ll explore
the traditions of December and their origins, followed by a
Pagan ritual to celebrate Yule.” It concludes, “Come for
one or both parts and bring your curiosity.”

The dispute started last summer when two students at
Hollymead Elementary School, sought permission to distribute fliers about their church’s Vacation Bible School to
their peers via “backpack mail.” School officials originally denied the request, citing a school policy barring
“distribution of literature that is for partisan, sectarian,
religious or political purposes.”

Many members of this congregation are strong supporters of church-state separation who don’t believe public
schools should promote any religion. But they were also
unwilling to cede the field to Falwell and his fundamentalist allies. Falwell opened the backpack forum, and the Pagans were determined to secure equal time.

Suddenly not everyone was pleased by the open forum.
Soon, the Liberty Counsel, a Religious Right legal
Well folks, it’s a new day. Your pals Falwell and
group founded by Mathew Staver and now affiliated with
Staver
have opened up this forum, and now everyone gets
Falwell, entered the fray and the policy was soon revised
to use it. Isn’t that what you wanted all along – freedom of
to allow religious groups to use the backpack mail system.
religion? That freedom means all religions – even ones you
Some local Pagans who attend Thomas Jefferson Me- don’t happen to like.
morial Church, a Unitarian-Universalist congregation in
Adapted with permission from: Falwell’s Flub: JerryCharlottesville, decided to take advantage of the new foRigged Policy Opens Door For Pagan Proselytizing In Virginia
rum as well. They created a one-page flier advertising a
Public School by Rob Boston
Dec. 9 event celebrating the December holidays with a
http://blog.au.org/2006/12/falwells_flub_j.html
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Urban by Nature: Spring and Creation
This afternoon I was sitting on my bed reading a book.
I had cozied myself up with lots of pillows and spread a
blanket over my legs to keep warm. My kitty, Pandora,
was cuddled up next to my feet gazing out the window.
He suddenly became quite alert and began chittering at
something he saw outside (yes, you read that right Pandora
is a he, that is another story). He sat up and headed towards the window, very intent on getting a better look at
whatever was out there. I sat up to take a look.
Directly across from our bedroom window is a tall
beech tree. Its branches are bare this time of year, but
perched on one of those naked limbs were two crows.
They were sitting quite close together and they were busy
preening each other. From time to time one would pause
and take a look around, while the other continued to be
attentive to cleaning the feathers of its mate. Seeing them
reminded me that despite the cold temperatures Spring will
be here quite soon.

tumn. Spring is the season of creation and fertilization. It
is the time of preparation and the expression of stored
Winter energy. When I write I am reminded of Spring. I
have a the seed of a story to tell or an idea to convey. I
hear the words in my mind, dancing around and changing
places. Snippets of phrases and ideas are jotted down on
stray pieces of paper. I write in my journal about this
creation that is incubating in my mind.
I sit down to
write. Sometimes the
words flow onto the
page, and other times
it is a struggle. Late
night writings and
early morning edits.
Drafts are left to sit
for days or weeks
while I work out a
transitional paragraph
or I just need to let an
idea stew before I
bring it into the
world. I am impatient with writing too.
Frustration when the

Spring is a season that feels on the verge of something;
a season of waiting. Waiting, as the Mt. Everest of snow
piles at the end of my street begins to shrink, a bit each
day from snow mountain, to snow hill, to frozen mud pile,
and finally to a puddle with starlings bathing in it. Waiting for the perennials in the garden to break the topsoil.
Waiting for leaves as the buds fatten on the trees. Waiting
for seedlings to grow and for the ground to be warm
ideas to not flow well, putting down words just for the
enough to plant them.
sake of feeling like I am making progress, only to see the
I have been impatient with Spring at times. At the first next day that the words don't fit, the idea is wrong.
sign of green I have cleared the old leaves from the garden
I do not know where a piece of writing will end up.
exposing tender plants to still frosty nights. I have put
Like
unpredictable Spring, the words from my mind tease
seedlings in the ground too soon and watched them weaken
me
into
thinking I have it all worked out. I know where
and shrivel, and then bought new ones nurtured by some
the
story
will go and just how the characters will reach
one else's hand. I have felt the cold evening air on my bare
their destinations yet their paths twist in ways I could not
arms as I am returning from a walk and thinking it is still
have predicted. I know that I am writing an essay about
too soon to be outdoors without a sweater.
the signs of Spring in my back yard but some how I end up
Spring is a flirt, and a tease. Flashing us with early
writing about the essence of Spring and the joy of the
snowdrops, crocuses and daffodils, serenading us with
process of creation; each piece a seedling I am quite sure
morning birdsong, tempting us with light into the evening is the beginnings of bachelor buttons but instead I end up
when the sky is blue but the air holds a chill. Spring dances with sunflowers.
before us, building up the anticipation for what will be next
Creation is struggle with celebration. Whether it is
revealed, for what we know is coming and then with an exseeds
bursting out roots and shoots into cold soil or makplosion of green, a sigh of warm rain and the glare of the
ing
myself
get out of bed at 5:30 to write. It is the joy of
June sunshine...it is suddenly gone. Summer has arrived
and Spring, the season that has left us waiting and wanting seeing the first leaves poke out of the ground and the dishas slipped through our fingers and though summer is here, appointment of an idea that goes nowhere, a story with no
conclusion. The excitement that comes with seeing the
we can't help but feel the tiniest bit of loss.
first blossom knowing there is fruit to come. The ecstasy
Spring is not a season of results, like Summer or Au(Continued on page 8)
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Annual Meeting Cont’d

“Elements of Magic”

Elements of Magic is the first of the core classes in the
Reclaiming tradition of Witchcraft (www.reclaiming.org).
the sand, and had to be taken home by somebody else. We
In this class we will explore our personal relationships with
have to take out whatever we bring, and that means all the
the elements of Air, Fire, Water, Earth and Spirit.
ribbon.
Techniques that we will use in this class include breathFinally, Fred and Leigh said that they are considering
work, song, visualization, sensing, raising and working with
passing the responsibility of this event to somebody else,
energy, trancework, dancing, movement, spellcrafting, and
as they have been doing it for 25 years, and live further
creating sacred space.
away than they did originally. Rita’s upcoming (no date
Reclaiming is a magical tradition that reveres the earth,
set) workshop on Politics for the Overextended will be copromotes social and environmental justice, and focuses on
sponsored by EPNN and MPCA.
the development of personal spiritual power. For some, it is
Officers Discussion: Rita suggested that we hold
the chosen spiritual path. For others, it is a welcome suppleelections at the annual meeting, instead of the more comment, reinforcement, and enhancement to existing spiritual
plicated procedure outlined in the bylaws. After discussion
practice.
mostly in agreement with this, Rita moved that the chair
This class is offered as six week series open to adults,
appoint a bylaws review committee, which will solicit input from members. [Ed. Note: Volunteers for the commit- of all genders The group will follow consensus process. Our
tee would be welcomed] Progress on this will be reported intention is to provide a safe and nurturing environment for
in the newsletter, and the possibility of giving required
everyone involved
notice, and then allowing online discussion and voting,
Schedule:
was considered, given the distances involved in meeting.
Classes will be Tuesday evenings March 13th - April
17th from 6:30 – 9:30 at the Portland New Church in PortRespectfully submitted,
land, Maine.
Eric Robbins
Course Information:
(standing in for the Recording Secretary)
Cost: $50-75 sliding scale - this covers the entire six
weeks (scholarships are available--please contact us for
more information.)
Details:
A $20 non-refundable deposit holds your place in the
class. FMI: Phone: 207 251-3669 or Email: dirigoreclaim@earthlink.net
(Continued from page 1)

Urban by Nature (Cont’d)

(Continued from page 7)

of words that flow from the heart, to the mind, to the page
with almost no effort. When the fruit comes I celebrate, I
pick it and eat it, and savor the taste. The story is written, it
is read and maybe published. Then something happens, I
feel happy that the fruit was eaten and story published but
something is missing, and so it is back to the keyboard
again, to create anew.
Unlike my writing, Spring comes only once a year and
here in Maine, only for a short time. When it is done, there
are ten more months until its return. This year I will be
patient with Spring. I won't ask it to hurry or rush, because
Spring is Creation, and creation is not about the result, it is
the process of getting there.

EPN T-Shirts
In case you missed it, EPN
still has a few more of our
beautiful T-Shirts available
for sale. This design sports
the original EPN logo and is
available in Birch, Sand and
Natural. These will also be
available at Popham Beach!
$15.00 S,M,L,XL
$17.00 2X
Order now!
E.P.N. P.O. Box 161,
E. Winthrop, ME 04343.
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Texans Tell the Nation: Faith Based Initiative a Bust
From Austin, Texas to Washington, DC, George W.
Bush has avidly pursued policies that give faith-based
social service providers generous amounts of taxpayer
funding while simultaneously eliminating protections
from religious coercion, discrimination and more. The
catastrophic effects of Bush's Faith-based Initiative on
Texas's families in need, the separation of church and
state, and community health and safety standards are
documented in a new report from the Texas Freedom
Network Education Fund (TFNEF).
At the five-year mark of Texas's implementation of
the Bush Faith-based Initiative, TFNEF found that "it is
impossible to demonstrate…a single positive outcome."
But a number of negative outcomes have been detailed, including:
1. Far from "leveling the playing field," Texas now
gives preferential treatment in state contracting to faithbased service providers, often appearing to pass over
more experienced and cost effective secular providers in
favor of faith-based applicants.

ure. In recent weeks the Department of Health and Human
Services began awarding millions of dollars in government
grants to organizations charged with distributing the funds
to faith-based and community organizations. Among the
grant recipients is Pat Robertson's Operation Blessing International, which is to receive $500,000 to allocate to providers of its choice.
At President Bush's urging, the House of Representatives approved the "Community Solutions Act" (H.R. 7) on
a largely party-line vote. The bill would permit the same
kind of government-funded religious discrimination and
proselytizing that Bush implemented in Texas. The Senate
may soon consider a bill introduced by Sens. Joe Lieberman
(D-CT) and Rick Santorum (R-PA) that could permit religious organizations to discriminate in hiring using tax dollars and could override state and local anti-discrimination
laws.
Reprinted with permission from People For the American Way 202-467-4999 or 800-326-7329 • pfaw@pfaw.org

Coming for
Beltane!

2. Individuals in need have been forced, in some
cases by a court order, to seek services from faith-based
providers. Individuals under court order have no recourse if they are dissatisfied with such faith-based treatment.

Be sure to celebrate 25
years of “Pole Dancing”
with this organic cotton
canvas tote bag! Bag
measures 18"wide x
17.5"high x 7"deep with
13" handles.. Quantities
will be limited.

3. As a condition of treatment, individuals in need
have been forced to participate in religious activities
funded, in part, by taxpayer dollars.
4. Faith-based providers have been given exemptions
from state licensing and health and safety standards, allowing some faith-based programs with documented histories of abuse and neglect to continue operating while
their clients remain unaware that the program does not
meet strict standards.
5. Deregulation of faith-based programs under
Bush's initiative has allowed providers to treat physical
diseases like alcoholism and drug addiction as "sins" and
to refuse to offer individuals medical treatment for these
illnesses.
According to TFNEF, these and other consequences
of the Faith-based Initiative have caused Texas state lawmakers who formerly supported the initiative to begin
reversing course. President Bush, meanwhile, has already taken steps within the executive branch to create a
national Faith-based Initiative modeled on Texas's fail-

Please note: Image is a
prototype mock-up only and
price is yet to be determined.

Will’s

Copy Center
Will Bradford

Fax / Internet Access
Graphic Design
Color Copies
Copies

U
P
S

30 York St.
Kennebunk, ME 04043
207-985-1847
Fax: 207-985-1861
8-5 Monday-Friday, 9-12 Sat
WillsCopyCenter@yahoo.com
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Calendar of Events
NOTE: If you'd like your event included in our calendar of events,
please send us an e-mail, with Calendar Listings as the subject, to
grove@ctel.net before the deadline for the issue in which you'd like it
listed. Each issue of the newsletter lists the next deadline on the front
page.

a member of EPN, or even a subscriber to this newsletter, to list an
event here. All we ask is that events be non-profit -- that is, that any
fees for participating not exceed the reasonable cost of putting on the
event -- and submitted to us by e-mail or post by the publication deadline. (Those planning for-profit events are welcome to avail themselves
of our very affordable advertising opportunities.)

If you would like an extra copy of this calendar to post on a public bulletin board, please feel free to photocopy it freely. If you know a busiWe make no claim as to the value or safety of any of these events, and
ness in your area which would like to post one, please send the infor- caution our readers to rely on their own best judgment when assessing
mation to the above e-mail address and we'll add it to the mailing list. any situation, particularly those involving strangers. That said, we also
encourage you to participate in as wide a spectrum of the Pagan comAs a service to the Pagan community, we seek to list as many events
munity as you can, both for your own enjoyment and because our comas possible that would be of interest to Maine Pagans. You need not be
munity needs your positive energy and good fellowship.
March
18 New Moon and partial Solar Eclipse. Good excuse to take that
trip to Alaska to see it!
Silver Cauldron's Ostara in Saco. Details, RSVP, and Directions from cynthia@silvercauldroncoven.com, 207-282-1491 or
sue@silvercauldroncoven.com , 207-642-3778.
20 Vernal Equinox
Temple of the Feminine Divine Ostara is open to ALL genders
and faiths. 7 pm, Bangor U.U. Church. For details: Leave Message at 941-0261 or TOFDBangor@aol.com
21 Open Ostara circle 7 pm UU church, 37 Miller St. in Belfast
For info ctc: Sylvia at 993-2072 or sylviaann32@prexar.com
April
2 Full Moon
4 Freakwitch in Concert 9:30pm @ Geno’s Rock Club
625 Congress St. in Portland
5 Festival of Fortuna in ancient Rome.
6 Jupiter Retrograde until August 7.
17 New Moon.
28 25th Annual Beltane at the Beach!
30 Beltane Eve.
May
1 Beltane!
Temple of the Feminine Divine Beltane is open to ALL genders and faiths. 7 pm, Bangor U.U. Church. For details: Leave
Message at 941-0261 or TOFDBangor@aol.com
2 Full Moon. This should make Beltane Eve really romantic;
watch the submarine races.
16 New Moon.
24 Neptune Retrograde until August 31. Sailboats may only operate in reverse...
June
10 Silver Cauldron's Litha in Saco. Details, RSVP, and Directions
from oldelucy@maine.rr.co 207-282-1491
or frausull@adelphia.net , 207-642-3778.
21 Summer Solstice / Litha
Temple of the Feminine Divine Litha is open to ALL genders
and faiths. 7 pm, Bangor U.U. Church. For details: Leave Message at 941-0261 or TOFDBangor@aol.com

Monthly Events
Coffee Talk: These are open to all, every other week at Thirteen
Moons in downtown Millinocket. The next one will be held on Sunday
10/29. Thirteen Moons is located at the corner of Penobscot and Central Streets in the downtown area. E-mail lilywillowspirit@yahoo.com for
further information. These meetings are for a positive sharing of ideas,
getting to know each other, etc....no negativity please.
Beans, Leaves & Deities: Pagan Coffee Chats – 2nd Saturdays
through April 2007, New Portland Church, Portland, ME. Coffee, tea
and meet other Southern Maine Pagans. All Pagan paths are welcome.
Our goal is to provide a safe, fun and welcoming space for local Pagans to meet, network, share ideas and enjoy a cuppa. One hour topical discussion followed by social time. FMI: call 671-4292, jgrandbois@gwi.net. www.beansleavesdeities.blogspot.com.
Open Circles in Lubec. Third Thursday of each month at 7:00 PM.
Circle meetings are open to all like-minded individuals. Different subject
each month. For details & directions, call 733-4999.
Druidry/Pagan Practice and Training, Bar Mills. For further information, contact Kevin at shazthod@sacoriver.net. These are two-hour
sessions, held one Sunday afternoon per month, and open to beginners and more advanced practitioners; participants of all Pagan paths
are welcome.
Pagan Coffee Klatch, Quilting Bee and Clothing Swap. Gardiner.
For further information, contact Jani at fritti.cat@verizon.net.
Acorn Circle: 5:30 – 7:00 PM the fourth Wednesday of each month @
Sam’s Restaurant in Lisbon Falls. Acorn circle is an eclectic American
Wiccan group with degree training worships at Sabbats and Esbats. All
training is free and done entirely on a voluntary basis. To join the group
and/or to get more infor, e-mail vernalnox1@yahoo.com. Adults only.
Monthly Full Moon rituals in Phippsburg. Whispering Grove Labyrinth
of Spiritual Community is an open community not affiliated with any
particular tradition or religion. Contact: 207-389-2423 or labyrinth@whisperinggrove.com.
Pagan Home-Schoolers: Each Wednesday before the full moon, a
group meets in Standish from 9:00 to Noon/ Call 207-642-5045.

Ostara, 2007
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Networking
The people and groups listed here are mentioned because they have done two things: They have volunteered to serve as points of
contact for those seeking Pagan community, and they have agreed to follow a set of basic rules of ethical conduct. Any person or
group may be listed here by subscribing to this newsletter and agreeing to those expectations; please contact EPN to arrange such a
listing.
EPN has no interest in serving as the "Pagan police," and explicitly supports the autonomy of each person and group in matters of
faith, belief and worship. The Maine Pagan community encompasses a wide variety of people and practices, and seekers are cautioned that any person or activity that makes you uncomfortable is probably wrong for you.
Groups and individuals who seek networking opportunities but are reluctant to sign the Standards are encouraged to take advantage of our advertising columns.

AUGUSTA AREA

ONLINE RESOURCES

Bill and Johanna Chellis. Pantheists working with the
circle, wheel and labyrinth. 685-3860

EPN website

OXFORD HILLS AREA

http://www.earthtides.org

Maine Pagan Forum.
http://www.mainepagan.com

Khyrohn Ni Mara. Eclectic Wiccan focusing on healing Maine Pagan Resource Page,
through herbs and drumming. RR1 Box 2606, N. Waterhttp://www. janeraeburn.com/maine
ford, ME 04267. 583-4215.
Maine Pagan Clergy Association website,
PORTLAND/YORK COUNTY
http://www.mainepaganclergy.org
Temple of Brigantia. Wiccan group honoring the Goddesses and Gods of Britain and Rome. Offering open Full Maine Pagan Mailing List, to join send blank eMoon rituals and accepting selected candidates for apmail to mepagan-subscribe@egroups.com
prenticeship. Jane/Cassius, 646-6634 or temEPN Mailing List (open to newsletter subscribers
ple@janeraeburn.com
only), to join send blank e-mail to:
Circle of the Silver Cauldron, Atlantic. Eclectic Wiccan
earthtides-subscribe@egroups.com
coven emphasizing creativity and self-development. Great
Day celebrations open to the community. Contact Thea or Maine Pagan Politics List, to join send blank e-mail
to: meppolitics-subscribe@egroups.com
Harry, 282-1491 or oldewtch@maine.rr.com
On-line Locations of Pagans

SPECIAL INTERESTS
Pagan Motorcyclist's. Maine chapter of “Ancient Riders”, For info: www.ancientriders.org

List of voluntarily supplied Pagan folks in Maine.
Check it out, add yourself, meet some fellow Pagans
in your area! http://www.frappr.com/mep

BE A PART OF EPN
Stay connected with the community! Annual subscription is $11.00 for 8 issues of this newsletter.

NAME: ______________________________________

ZIP CODE: ___________________________________

ADDRESS:____________________________________

E-MAIL ADDRESS:____________________________

CITY:________________________________________

This is a (check one):
___ New membership

STATE: ______________________________________

___ Renewal

Mail to: EPN, P.O. Box 161, E. Winthrop, ME 04343.

EPN
P.O. Box 161
E. Winthrop, ME 04343
www.earthtides.org

SeeyYou on April 28th! See Pg. 2

